Neon Nights run to benefit trainer fighting rare cancer

By BILL DENNER
East Oregonian

Pat Bentz will soon see her new business, Cordelia’s on Nevin Street, run like clockwork, with the personal trainer who worked at the club’s HealthSpring gym for five years, assuming leadership of working one-on-one with clients. Bentz is accustomed to helping in the annual event with Club 24, which often offers Poland or Tastee treats, as a way to offset the organization’s costs.

“We have to be careful not to let the kids get too fat, and we have to make sure we have fun,” she said.

So many people wanted to help, her cousin, Daisy Thayer, decided to form two solo acts, a four-piece band, and work on recording the band’s YouTube channel. People thought of and made additional exposure while she was with the band’s YouTube channel. People thought of and made additional exposure while she was with the band’s YouTube channel. People thought of and made additional exposure while she was with the band’s YouTube channel. People thought of and made additional exposure while she was with the band’s YouTube channel. People thought of and made additional exposure while she was with the band’s YouTube channel. People thought of and made additional exposure while she was with the band’s YouTube channel. People thought of and made additional exposure while she was with the band’s YouTube channel.

The video was filmed in studio, with a dash of some tourney effects, “as a reference guide for others,” Bentz said.

Bentz graduated from Pendleton High School in 2018 and from Blue Mountain Community College in 2020.

The news moved Miller and Wilson to create an online tribute, “Tribute to Mandi Miller,” which was released on Jan. 24. The video’s moving music and video are available on the tribute’s YouTube channel.

The single also features another version of Miller’s singing students, Columbia Basin’s Jackson’s Thompson.

The lake will be stocked with fish, and free refreshments and the music will be provided.

The ARC Building is located at 215 W. Orchard, next to the Hermiston Public Library. The lake will be open to the public.
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